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While I honestly should have discussed this in my very first review, it has come to this 

particular topic that one needs to understand exactly what a game is. The first thought that 

most people come up with is an activity that one does to have fun with oneself or others, but if 

that was the case than music, dance, and building models would be considered games. Truth be 

told, there is no one way to define what a game is, but there are key elements on what makes a 

game that are required for the word to exist.  

The largest identification key of a game is that the process has a goal. There has to be 

some outstretch, reason, or desire the player seeks in order to accomplish the path of playing 

to reach such. This goal does NOT need to be obtainable. Games like Tetris will go on forever, 

but the goal is to get as high of a score as possible. There is no such thing as a max score, but 

the goal is still present. The goal alone does not make a game, but the strategy and 

methodology in order to obtain the reach of the goal. The game must provide methods to 

obtain the goal, otherwise the challenge to grasp it is never present. If the objective of Tetris is 

to get a high score, the methodology is creating lines with the blocks to score points. In the 

current age of gaming, however, there entails a new form of gaming: one where the goal is 

created by the player. We are starting to see sandbox games being created that give the player 

an open world full of methodology, but no actual goal to complete. This is what is called “the 
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player’s story”, in which the goal is created by the player themselves as they explore the game’s 

limitation. 

Leading on, talk on methodology brings one to the next major point of gameplay: 

challenge. Whether the methodology is through skill or luck, games present players with a 

challenge that they need to overcome in order to obtain their goal. In sports, the challenge is 

the other team. In puzzle games, the challenge is the increasingly difficult layouts or new 

mechanics being introduced. With rpgs, challenge can be seen in raw numbers and strategies 

that twist how the player takes on the next mighty foe. Regardless of the means and the goal, 

the challenge is what the player aims for overcoming. Humankind finds enjoyment when they 

succeed at something, especially if it is difficult. One learns from mistakes in order to achieve a 

victory.  
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Why would I suddenly bring about what a game is? The current age has changed, to the 

point that the term videogame is not so simple anymore. Being a ‘gamer’ is no longer simply 

saying that you play games. There are now different classifications on what a game is to 

someone, as well as whom a gamer is. It might seem trivial, but this kind of debate has sparks 

many a controversy on the internet and many a heated argument between individuals. I speak 
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of the difference between a casual and a hardcore gamer. The terms casual and hardcore are 

extremely loose, primitive words used to describe someone’s involvement upon a topic, but 

nonetheless are the main titles given to people in the gaming community. I, being an avid 

player of many computer, console, and handheld games, would be considered a hardcore 

gamer, as the “game” is not just a game to me, but a lifestyle. A casual gamer, however, is one 

whom plays games occasionally, using them as a means to pass the time or seek temporary 

thrills before returning to what they consider is their way of life. The major difference between 

the two communities is involvement and direction. 

Any chart you there that shows the demographics of the most played games will always, 

in this current age, lead to social/puzzle/trivia games being the highest. Mobile games, 

Facebook games, flash games: any kind of game that one can play for a few moments and then 

set aside or later are the most popular. Infact, all of the hardcore gamer’s reading this need to 

understand that you are a minority in the population of game player communities in the world 

today. To the majority of the game playing community, a game is not more than what it is: a 

method of fun for a few moments. The hardcore gamers and developers can take all the time 

they wish to argue whether casual and Facebook games are considered “true” games or “avid” 

enough to be centered upon the gaming community. While they argue, half of the gamer 

population twiddles on their mobile devices playing the next Candy Crush and Words With 

Friends.  

To me, these separations are pointless. I play all manner of games, from hardcore 

strategies like X-Com on my PC to Borderlands on a console. I’ll play a Pokémon game on my 

3Ds and then later settle with my phone twiddling on Candy Crush. The mobile and Facebook 

games are a new market of gaming that simply targets a different audience like any other 

medium does. Just like one has an interest in a genre of movie or book, these games cater to 

people who just don’t have the time or money to focus on a game as much as most people 

reading this do. They are as much of a game as any other game created, as the challenge and 

the goals are present regardless of the methodologies.  
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 A game in any genre or audience is good when it can appeal to multiple people. Plants 

Vs. Zombies is such a game that can easily appeal to many, giving challenge to whomever 

wishes such. The casual gamer can play a level or two a day and enjoy themselves with the 

short levels and small strategic elements while a hardcore gamer can sink hours into the game 

trying to get as far as they can while trying new strategies and winning awards. On its surface, 

Plants Vs Zombies is simple a strategy tower defense game with simple mechanics and a quirky 

art style. It sticks with its gameplay and evolves it over time without changing the foundation 

and rules that its gameplay is based upon. Keep in mind I’m speaking about the original and not 

the weird shooter game that came out. Let’s not go there. 
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 Bad examples in the casual market are those games resulting from developers that do 

not understand the formulas and audience they aim to capture. The Facebook game Pot Farm 

was an atrocity that I had to endure for my gam testing class that will forever stain my mind. I 

can easily understand the humor of the game, but it falls into a few typical tropes that ruin any 

game, casual or not. The game treats the player like an idiot, CONSTANTLY reminding them on 

what they need to do, even if they have already learned how to do this 2 seconds ago. There is 

no way to turn this option off. You will forever be tormented to the hippy stuck in your tree’s 

scraggly voice has he tells you for 50’Th time how to click soil and drag plants around. The game 

then gives you nonsensible goals by introducing mechanics behind your back, and when I mean 

by this is the mechanics are never visible. In some point in the game the goal is to place down 

items to fool police that your land is sacred and cannot be searched. There is no alert meter to 

being caught by the police, there is no safety gauge or penalty for not doing this. Infact the 

player could ignore the goal entirely as it has literally no impact on the game at all besides a 

money sink.  

 A combination of its medium and its confusing GUI, constant walking, and pointless 

goals with o challenge or direction makes this game bad for literally anyone, casual or 

otherwise. 
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